03 August 2020

“Earnings at the halfway mark are better than expected…”
Main News


A bit of the summertime blues for global markets as most asset classes meandered at the start of August. Asian
markets were mixed, with Japanese and Chinese stocks bucking a downdraft as the latter gained amid strong Caixin
PMI data. Nasdaq futures extended an advance after leading a rally on Wall Street, but Dow contracts dropped.
Treasuries edged lower, while the dollar was steady. Oil dropped. Gold futures rose to another record.



The Caixin China General Manufacturing PMI rose to 52.8 in July 2020 from 51.2 in June, beating consensus of 51.3.
The reading pointed to the third consecutive expansion in factory activity and the sharpest in nearly a decade, as
consumer demand continued to improve following the COVID-19 crisis. Both output and new orders grew the most
since January 2011, while buying level expanded for the third month in a row and at the steepest pace since January
2013.



Boris Johnson's inner circle is considering a plan to seal off London and order at-risk members of the population to
stay home as a worst-case option if virus infections spike, the Sunday Times reported. Local Government Secretary
Robert Jenrick said restrictions adopted in the northwest of England show the government will act where and when
it's necessary with a targeted approach. "We will restrict in certain areas," he told Times Radio.



Microsoft is continuing talks to buy the company's operations in the U.S. and several other nations after CEO Satya
Nadella spoke with Trump. Talks are expected to be completed no later than Sept. 15. Microsoft vowed to address
the president's concerns, which already prompted TikTok to promise 10,000 more jobs in the U.S. Owner ByteDance
prefers to spin it off rather than sell it to Microsoft, according to the SCMP.
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